
Bodyguard 2190 

Chapter 2190-snatching a parking space 

 “Thank you, young sect master Tian. You’ve put in a lot of effort!” Old master you said quickly. 

“Your hidden house of you has made a lot of contributions to the sky elixir sect over the years. Although 

we can’t directly attack your enemies, it’s not a problem to give you some advice behind the scenes.” 

The heavenly silkworm transformation said. 

…………………… 

Lin Yi didn’t know that the heavenly elixir sect had their eyes on him, and school ended in the blink of an 

eye. 

Lin Yi, Xinyan, Jingjing, and Weitao left the classroom together, while xiaodao was alone. The guy had 

been acting all mysterious lately, apparently having his eyes on a girl from another school. 

Lin Yi sent Jingjing to the Grand Cherokee and gave her the car keys and the personal notes boss Bai 

gave him. He told her to wait for the Miss, Shu, and her brother in the car before walking to the boxing 

club with Xinyan and Bai Weitao. 

The Audi Q7 was still parked outside the boxing club’s gymnasium. Bai Weitao had already asked he 

meiyue, Chai Xiaoling, and Zhao Shengyi to wait there. 

Zhao Shengji went to the school Hospital for a check-up in the afternoon. Under the amazed gazes of the 

doctors, he was discharged from the hospital. The doctors were all secretly puzzled. Could it be that the 

fat man was overnutrified? even his broken bones recovered so quickly? 

There weren’t many students in the school who knew about what happened at the boxing club that 

afternoon, but everyone in the club knew about it. Li biaohan and Gao Lutong had already told them to 

stay away from Lin Yi and the others, not to mess with them! 

And so, as soon as Lin Yi and the group arrived in front of the stadium, the club members all looked at 

Lin Yi with respect. Someone who could send li biaohan and Gao Lutong to the hospital wasn’t someone 

they could mess with. 

“This Boxing Club is really good. There’s a private parking lot in front of the entrance. We have to Park 

our own cars in the parking lot at the school gate, which is so far from the biology department’s 

teaching block and dormitory!” Bai Weitao looked at the big “P” sign in front of the boxing club and the 

words “for the boxing club” with envy. 

“Then let’s stop here from now on.” With that, Lin Yi pointed at the boxing club’s entrance-it was the 

guy who’d tipped Gao Lutong off that afternoon.”You, come here for a moment.” 

The guy was just about to go back to his room when he bumped into Lin Yi. He jumped, thinking that Lin 

Yi was going to beat him up because of what happened in the afternoon. He was a little scared when he 

saw Lin Yi’s legs stop moving.”Brother, did you call me?” 

“Nonsense, does anyone else here know me?” Lin Yi said. 



“Yes … They all know you. Brother valiant and brother Gao have told us not to provoke you …” The 

underling said carefully. 

“Oh, your parking lot is pretty good. Help me tell li biaohan that I’m using it! In the future, our car will be 

parked here. There will be a few more cars parking in a few days. When the time comes, I’ll ask him to 

help me look after my car. If my car is scratched, I’ll ask him to pay for it!” Lin Yi said. 

“This … Is …” Although the underling was complaining in his heart, aren’t you a little too overbearing? 

It’s fine that you’re requisitioning the parking lot. After all, this is the school’s territory. But you’re asking 

us to look after the car, and you’re coming to settle the score with us after the car is scratched. Isn’t this 

a little too much? 

But as a follower, he couldn’t say much-after all, both of his bosses were in the hospital, and he didn’t 

want to follow in their footsteps. He just wanted to pass the message, but it was the bosses who talked 

to Lin Yi. It wasn’t his business. 

Not long after, Zhao Shengji, Chai Xiaoling, and he meiyue arrived. Li biaohan’s Audi Q7 was a high-end 

seven-seater version, more than enough to seat six people. Since Bai Weitao had booked a movie 

theater, he naturally drove and led the way. 

“It’s so cool to drive this car. It’s so much better than the cars in driving school!” “Boss is amazing,” Bai 

Weitao said sincerely.”Not only did he get a car, but he also has a parking space and a guard!” 

“Alright, don’t be so smug. Just focus on driving.” He meiyue had heard about what happened this 

afternoon as well, and she felt that it was a little weird that Bai Weitao and the others got a car out of 

nowhere. Was Lin Yi that strong? No wonder even such a pretty girl like Wang Xinyan was captured. 

“Alright, alright!” Bai Weitao quickly said. 

“Meiyue, it seems like Bai Weitao is very afraid of you. He listens to everything you say!” Chai Xiao Ling 

laughed. 

“I’m doing this for everyone’s safety. ” He meiyue smiled but did not reply. 

Lin Yi could tell that he meiyue didn’t have a bad impression of him, but she didn’t have a good 

impression of him either. This was more of a social gathering than a date. No wonder he meiyue insisted 

on bringing Chai Xiaoling, Wang Xinyan, Zhao Shengji, and himself. This was a real marriage alliance 

between the dormitory and had nothing to do with a date. 

Lin Yi couldn’t help but think that he meiyue was a smart and scheming girl. 

But this was Bai Weitao’s problem, and Lin Yi couldn’t help him. He wouldn’t stop him either. After all, 

he meiyue’s character wasn’t a big problem, and it was reasonable for a girl to observe her for the sake 

of her marriage. 

When they arrived at the parking lot in front of the cinema, Bai Weitao began to reverse the car 

carefully. When he was driving, Bai Weitao’s skills were good, but when he was reversing the car, it was 

obvious that he was a novice! 

This was also a common problem for many new drivers. They drove well on the road, but it was a little 

difficult when it came to parking. 



Bai Weitao was already nervous and careful not to scratch the car next to him, but when he was 

reversing, a Porsche Cayenne suddenly plunged into the parking space he had chosen! It could be seen 

that the Porsche Driver was a veteran and was very good at snatching parking spaces. 

However, this situation gave Bai Weitao a shock. He was reversing his car when his parking space was 

occupied. He subconsciously wanted to step on the brake, but he didn ‘t. Instead, he stepped on the 

accelerator with force. With a loud “clang”, the back of the Audi Q7 collided with the back of the 

Cayenne! 

“We’re finished!” Bai Weitao suddenly felt like crying. It was his first day driving, and he got into a car 

accident! Although this car had insurance, he had come on a date today. If he called the insurance 

company and went to a 4S shop to repair it, he didn’t know how long it would take! 

Although the other party’s act of snatching the parking space made Bai Weitao very angry, he was still 

the one who hit the other party. Therefore, Bai Weitao got out of the car with a good attitude and 

waited for the other party’s owner to come down to discuss the insurance. 

However, the pilot of the other party was very arrogant! 

  

 


